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This research is based in observation result and researcher’s experience 
that rate of discipline and student’s motivation of MTsN Terate Pandian Sumenep 
is high, those are proofed by many students who apply some rules in the school. 
Both school’s roles of discipline and studying of discipline. Beside, it also has 
many achievements of students academic and non academic. It is done also in 
teaching and learning process looked by high attention and high belifer. so , 
MTsN Terate Pandian Sumenep on the other words is success to apply discipline 
and studying motivation of students.  
 
           The problems of research was , ( 1 ) is there relationship of discipline with 
student’s studying motivation ? , ( 2 ) how much is the relationship of discipline 
with student’s studying motivation ? 

The research used quantitative research approach with research subjects 
was students of nineth class us MTsN Terate Pandian Sumenep . The research  
used 35 respondents and used questionnaire instrument of discipline and 
studying motivation. 

Conclusion The results of research was ( 1 ) by using the program SPSS 
of computer vertion 16.0 for Windows , was got highest score and lowest score 
for discipline scale 82 and 50 , whereas for studying motivation scale 78 and 51 . 
( 2 ) The research was got from average ( mean ) for discipline scale 71.51 and 
for studying motivation scale 62.29. ( 3 ) From the result of correlation product 
moment account was got r count 0,418 with N 35 and r table 0.334 ( 5 % ) 2 tails 

, it means r count  r table . It showed that there is significant relationship 
between discipline and studying motivation. 

Based on the conclusion of research result suggested: ( 1 ) counselor is 
wished able  to increase and develop discipline and studying motivation of 
students and also give comprehention about the importance of increasing 
discipline and studying motivation. ( 2 ) to make all of school component realize 
to the importance of discipline and studying motivation of students in increasing 
quality of human resources and national Education . ( 3 ) further researcher 
futurely need other researcher in discipline and studying motivation of student to 
attend other factors . 


